One basis for classifying questions is in terms of the intentions of their speakers ( Ctr. Fillmore, 0n Grammatical Constructions, 1986 ms). At the outset of a question, contextual and/or praSmatic information is present in the speaker's mind. The aim of the paper is first to examine four categories of questions of interrogative structure and their function in semantic and/or pragmatic 1eve1.I will then turn to their use in rea 1 discourse, uti ItztnQ data f rom three types of ora 1 corpus of English. It is observed that not only the different types of questions are characterized by different functions, but the use of the different modes of questioning indicate the relationship that exists between the questioner and the respondent (intimacy, social distarLce , authority). I sha11 therefore concentrate on the relationship between the various functions question.s perform and the roles of the speakers involved in the question act.
I -Introduction
One basis for classifying questions is in terms of the intentions of their speakers ( Ctr. Fillmore, 0n Grammatical Constructions, 1986 ms) . At the outset of a question, contextual and/or praSmatic information is present in the speaker's mind. The aim of the paper is first to examine four categories of questions of interrogative structure and their function in semantic and/or pragmatic 1eve1.I will then turn to their use in rea 1 discourse, uti ItztnQ data f rom three types of ora 1 corpus of English. It is observed that not only the different types of questions are characterized by different functions, but the use of the different modes of questioning indicate the relationship that exists between the questioner and the respondent (intimacy, social distarLce , authority). I sha11 therefore concentrate on the relationship between the various functions question.s perform and the roles of the speakers involved in the question act.
llodes of questioaiag
Questioning is a speech act which affects the way information is organized. Since there is more than one kind of meaning conveyed by a speech act and verbal forms alone are not sufficient as a basis for determining meaning, then the meaning of questions must be partly dependent on rules governing social relationships. In the framework which will enable me to explain the functions questions may fulf i1, I account for speech situations in which there is a speaker and a hearer who Ere engaged in a cooperative conversation. For effective interaction each must be ab 1e to predict the behaviour of the other. Prediction is part 1y secured by norms which specif y how f riends, colleagues, academics... behave. Such norms set up models of other friends, co1 leagues, or academics...
But the standardization of roles is not enough.One must also know what others' intentions are. Understanding others' intentions is central for the successful planning of interaction. Intentions are identif ied through the speech context as well as the speakers' attitude towards what is said. \r/e thus judge how something is said and by w h o m . In other words, the meanings given to quest ions are determined by the status of the speakers involved in the question act and the way they convey intention . Modes of question ing a r e strategies for conveying; certain kinds of intentions and not others. Question situations, according to speakers' intentions, can be classified in many different ways, but in the present study I restrict myself to four types of question situation:
The first thing anyone thigks of when ref lecting on the purpose and f unction of a question is that it is a means of request ing information. The chief motivation for information questions is to be found in a desire for knowledge; the speaker wants to know something and assumes that the hearer knows it. Questioning for information is the traditional perspective which considers that a question is a request to supply unknown information, and that what is linked to a question, i.e. a response, is the utterance which provides this information. For examp 1e:
( 1 ) Vhat do you know about him? ( 2) Vhat goes into that paper now?
In contrast to the inf ormat ion -seeking questions, there are rhetorical questions which are intended to provide information. For examp le: ( S) no you know that it is 1 2.30 ?
There are various k inds of rhetorica 1 questions. First of a 1 1, the communicative function of do-yor:-know introductions, of the above example, consists in capturing the interest of the hearer. The intention of the speaker is to give emphasis to some particular point.
Second Iy, tn a rhetorical question, the speaker considers the propositional content he is going to utter to be trivial or well-known. For examp le:
(+) Vtro else burns a cheque if not an idiot?
Thirdly, in a rhetorical question a constituent is given emphatic prorninence and gets a uniyersally valid touch. For example:
( 5) \fnat cou 1d be more wonderfu 1 than the universe?
Fourthly, rhetorical questions express wonder in an exclamative way, as: (6) Isn't she Prettyr (J.ttrmidt-Radefeldt, 1 977,0n so-ca 1led Rhetorical Questions).
Generally, in rhetorical questions the speaker does not expect an answer from the hearer, since the answer is given by the speaker himself . In certain cases even, the hearer is prevented from answeringi hcause of social or institutional conventions. For example:
( ?) I ask you, carr such a man be innocent?
So, rhetorical questions require flo answer, but even if they do the information channel is empty. \r/hich means that, in contradistinction with the requestinS information questions, they mlnLmLze the emphasis on the information channel and stress the social relationships involved (E.N. Goody, Questions and Politeness, p.30) . From this point of view, I consider rhetorical questions as opposites to information questions, since the former minimize the emphasis on information, while the latter stress the securing of information.
If requestinEf or giv ing inf ormation is a parameter that distinguishes the previous two modes of questioning, then dominance of questioner or respondent is another parameter that distinSuishes the foliowing two types of questions.
The third type of questions, according to speakers' intentions, is examination questions. In this type, one asks a question not because he assumes that you have some information that he needs, but because he wants to f ind out whether you know the answer. For example:
(A) Vnat time is it? (tfre big hand is on twelve and the 1itt1e hand is on three)
Here, the speaker knows the answer but he is not sure if the hearer knows it or not. So, the questioner is testing the knowledge of the respondent. There are two kinds of exarnination questions. First, they are used for didactic purposes by teachers or teaching-inclined parents and superiors. For example:
(9) How many syllables does the word Y contain?
Secondly, for interrogation purposes, where questioning aims at establishins a fact and pinning down responsibilities. Used in this sense to question is to test, to chal lenge and to contro 1. Som e interrogation questions may be conducive to a positive (10a) or to a negative answer ( 1 0b). For example:
(10a) \d'eren't you at the scerre of the crirne at 10 o'clock?
(10b) You weren't at the scene of the crime, were you?
Although exam and interrogation questions imply the dominance of the speaker when requirinli an answer, there is a crucial difference between them in that in exam questions the questioner knows the answer, whereas in interrogation guestions the questioner doesn't always know it. But in both cases, the one who asks the question implies the authority to require an appropriate answer. He is thus in a dominant position, whereas the respondent is at a disadvantaSe, since he is presumed to deserve sanctions of a sort if it turns out that his ansv/er is not appropriate. In this type of questions, we have stress on the command function of questions on the part of the questioner.
In contradistinction to examination questiofls we have indirect requests characterized by ignorance by the questioner of the answer and his avoidance taking the dominant role. in indirect requests the questioner is asking a question to induce the respondent to act, in other words, they are requests for action ( that is why sometimes no verbat response is required). Tfrey are polite requests A11 guestions of indirect requests leave the initiative with the respondent . They are ut i l ized to p lace the respondent, n ot the questioner, at an advantage, since the questioner emphasizes the respolldent's power to choose and wishes his agreement to what is being asked-So, the dominant role is transferred to the respondent, since he doesn't deserve any sanctions for his answer, but on the contrary he is induced by the questioner to make a decision.
Therefore, what the speaker intends to do when an especially polite form is chosen for the request to agree is to deem a specific answer. His purpose is not to have his knowledge confirmed but to get the hearer's explicit agreement to the assumption expressed.One could argue that acts of this type of questioning express the questioner's dependence on the answerer. The speaker behaves as if he is inferior tothehearer, since he expresses his doubt as to the feasibility of his assumption; the hearer is apparently granted an option because he is induced to make a decision.
I assume that the speech situations in which the above four modes of questioning, according to speakers' intentions, are uttered, are suff iciently specified. However, other speech situations are equally possible. Notice that I by no means want to suggest that the list is exhaustive. Nor do i want to claim that thecateSories are distinctive; over lappings are quite possible (f or examp le, examination and rhetorica 1 quest ions are known inf ormation questions ). \f hat is important is to recal1 that questions may have various functions and that information asking and givin$, as well as dominance of questioner or respondent, are only two of them.
3-The Use of the Four llodes of Questioning
I have so f ar tried to examine the conditions under which various modes of questioning in English are possible. The classif ication of questions was based on the speakers' intentions when utterin$ a question and on the functions that questions perform. i have tried to show that questioning invo lves not on ly ask ing f or and giying information but it also carries a dominance function on the part of the questioner or the respondent. As it wili be seen from the analysis of corpus, different modes of questioning exist in the types of corpus, due to different functions questions perform but also due to different krnds of relationships between the speakers.
Thus, on the one hand, I am concerned with the functions questions perform and, on the other hand, with the effect of social status (in the sense of hierarchy or position in a social system) on the meaning assigned to the act of asking a question. I also examine the constraints imposed by status on the use of questions. So, the demand for an answer has quite different implications from an academic to a prospective student, between friends or between co lleaSues. These modes of questioning constitute a list of available interrogative strate{ies.
I1y conc lusions are based on the resu lts of an ana lys is of authentic conversations taken from A Corpus of English Conversation by J.Svartvik and R.Quirk 1980. The major advantage of such corpus is natural language dialogues. It has also the main virtue of dealing with longler pragmatic units than utterances. Three specimens of the corpus of this edition were selected, each of 5000 words of genuine face-toface conversation by native British speakers. The three specimens under investigation were selected, because they presented different relationships between the speakers involved in the conversation (between rnale colleagues, female friends and between an academic and a prospective undergraduate).
In each corpus, the four main modes of questioning are identif ied as we1l as the functions they perform; finally the relationship between these functions and the roles of the speakers.
Startins with examination questions, of corpus S.3 5., where we have an official academic interview of a male prospective undergraduate of 18 years old by two members of faculty; they are both male academics of 40 years o1d.Out of 550 propositions,4l are questions. 34 of them are examination questions, 4 are information seeking questions and 3 are rhetorical questions.
The academics'role (or generally the teachers') in our society, in cases of official interviews, carries the right to test the students' knowledge, and to eventually impose sanctions or advise them in cases of inappropriate responses. Communication with people in such roles is structured by controllin! intentions. It is this control factor which determines the meanings of their questions. The questions from the academics to the student are perceived as "exarniflation " questiorls, because they hold the student responsible for knowing the correct an swer _ The use of questions in this situation is characterized by the different roles speakers play. The intentions of the two academics are to test the underSraduate's knowledge, seeking to control him. The conversational goal is to check if his knowledge is appropriate for entering the course. indeed, in the specific corpus, they put him on trial asking mainly examination questions one after the other. There are two inforrnation questions in the beginning of the corpus which are used to maniputate the student into acceptin€ a view:
( 1) Is that your f avourite form f or modern reading or modern entertainment in English literature?
( B) And what do you like reading novels or poetry most?
They seem to be pure information seeking questions but in reality they are also control oriented. They introduce the examination questions that fol1ow. The other two information questions are on general matters, and are found in the end of the cofpus, a way of somehow ending the interview.
( 510) Are there any questions fou want to ask?
( 51 B) Do people have to see the tutor?
The academics-student relationship is def ined in terms of status inequality with superiority to the academics' role; they are the ones who possess knowledge and to possess knowledge is to have power. ( 166) \fhy do you praise this book so highly, not just because of its structure?
(18?) \'r/hat do you mean by dramatic?
Ve have, though, tv/o instances of an inversiou of the relationship. The prospective undergraduate student asks two rhetorical questions, holding the instructor responsible for the difficulty or the ambiguity of the question.
(45) !/e11, after Murder in the Cathedral he wrote a preface, didn't he?
(470) He's using the the word f iguratively, isn't he?
Here, the question itse 1f imp lies the student 's r ight to ho 1d the academics responsible in respect to the information content of the question -an inversion of the prescribed status relationship.One can also see how very cautious he is on the mode of his questioningi, thinking obviously of the implications of his questioning.
Terms like "authority", "powef " or "dominance " of the questioner on the respondent underlie the planning of a social interaction like the one represented in this corpus. Dominance, which is the ability to control others, is closely linked to hierarchy and status. That is why the academics are recognizd to have the right to control the students through their questions.One has the impressron that a high control component persists, regard less of the mode adopted. The t wo academics who are in high -status roles use setreral modes of questioning to send messages about their authority. They open the interview with two information questions on very Seneral matters in which the student answers with no difficulty. Then they become more specif ic asking detailed descriptions and criticism. This high control mode runs the greatest part of the interaction in which rnany times the student needs to defend himself or to admit he doesn't know. in this part, the social distance between the academics and the student is evidentAs it is known linked to "authority" is "degirees of distance " imposed by the questioner to the respondent. It is this fact which dres not a11ow the student to ask but a very limited number of questions in interactions like the above.
The next corpus (S.e.12.) is between a fernale EFL teacher of. 25 years and a f ema le medica l nurse of 23 years o ld. Out of I I 44 propositions 33 questions are identif ied . I4 of. them are information questions, I 1 are indirect requests, 5 are rhetorica 1 and 3 are examinati on questions.
The intimacy factor, the cooperation and the informal character of the discussion are evident; there is no status inequality as in the previous corpus, but an intimate relationship between two female friends. They discuss practically everything (personal problerns, work related problerns,. .) Iluch is left unspoken in their discussion because familiarity a11ows each person to anticipate what the other means by allusive phrases. So, parts of their speech can be unintelligible. But the interest ing th ing about this corpus is when on e of the speakers narrates a specific experience of her own..It's an interaction between herself , who is lookingl for a part-time job and an employer. However, the narration of the event itself which is a transition to another situation, is characterized by formality. In these cases, questions of indirect requests are used more readily than asking directly for information.
The conversational Soal of the narrated event is to mock the situation experienced by one of the speakers. The dialogue between one of the girls and the eventual employer is vividly presented with a 1ot of details. Questions of indirect requests are asked from both parts, the employer's part as well as the employee's, but from a different perspective. The employer, who is in a superior status, uses mainly questions of indirect requests, as This elaborate questioning is employed to mask his power in order to allow the employee to interact effectively. So, he masks his power and places the respondent at an advantagle because he seeks her agreement to what is being asked. In all these cases, the questioner (the employer) leaves the decision for certain actions to be taken by the respondent. Although they seem to ask for information, in reality they are requests for action. The questioner wants the respondent to do something and this is asked in a f orma 1 way as it is seen in the corpus. The prospective employee, on the other hand, uses a question of indirect request to ask politely about the nature of the job:
( 649) Could you te11 me what the job is? but for the same purpose she also uses an information question; (Z0t) \fnat does the nursing involve?
Since she is given by the questioner the advantage to choose, she asks aquestion of indirect request whose function is to make suSsestions to the employer, because she disa{rees with his proposals: (876) \fhy didn't you have a district nurse in and get a proper domestic in?
Something that should be emphasized is the distance between indirect questions, which is due to intermediate comments of the speakers or to other types of questions which intervene. So it takes a long time for the speaker to f inish the narration of her experience. It has been maintained that the purpose of questions is to elicit information (we ask questions to get answers). However, the implicit meanins of a sentence may be quite different from that conveyed by its overt form. Thus, in asking questions with certain kinds of intentions, a person intends not only to communicate mearring but also to actively inf luence the hearer in some way. Here, the employer intends to secure the employee's alireement and cooperation to what he asks. The employee, on the other hand, who rejects the employer's proposals intends to make suggestions and possibly to annoy him by using questions of indirect requests.
The next corpus (S 1.1) is between two male academics of 44 and 60 years old. They are colleagues in the same institution and discuss eyery possib le top ic concerning the organization of the department (examinations, undergraduate and postgraduate students, other colleagues). The setting is very cooperative. it is neither friendly, since no personal matters are discussed, nor competitive, as one would expect to be between co 1leagues. The rhetor ica 1 quest ions of th is corpus are all questions asked with no interrtion of obtaining an arr.swer. Nameiy, the corrversational goal is to provide each other with the indicated information and to secure cooperation in future enterprises.
Dut of I210 propositions, 31 questions are identif ied. 17 of them are information questiorr.s, 10 are rhetorical, 3 are indirect requests and 1 is examination question. The rhetorical questions of this corpus (just as the examination questions of the first corpus) are not considered genuine questions, because the questioner in any case knows the answer. The function of these questions is to hold the attention of the listerrer. Sometimes the intention of the speaker is to give prominence to a particular argument, as: (545) Was it. did you say you were geing to B.? (356)'Wouldn't advertising be just as good or or testing these people with lexical sets and semantic f ie lds?
The above rhetorical questions are used to emphasize the particular nature of the message, the main intention being to enhance the interest and attention of the hearer in (856) an obvious conclusion is drawn from the co-participant's previous utterances without ever having been doubted by both the speaker and hearer. Rhetorical questions may express reproach or wonder, as: In (360) as well as in ( 856) the propositional content is presented for ratif ication in a negatively formulated sentence. The negation draws attention to the speaker's af f irmat ive att itude towards the propositional content and to his expectation of ratif ication by the hearer. Rhetorical questions may also express an immediate concern, in other words the questioner is personally engaged or concerned with the situation:
(998) l/hy should we test the two things together? ( 1000) Then why introduce paraphrase? Thus, the speaker of a rhetorical question does not expect the hearer to answer, and what is more, he would in certain situations not even vant the hearer to answer for fear of not getting the answer that is in accordance with the presupposed truth of the opposite proposition of his question t (856), (354), (gf 0), (ggB), (t oo0)1. rnese questions no longer demand the hearer to agree to or contradict the truth of the proposition, but are confirmation-seeking questions. The speaker intends to ascertain that the propos ition is known, fam i liar and present to the hearer's mind.
Vhen they function as exclamations t$+5), (1000)1, they also set up 0r ascertain a state of agreement between speaker and hearer. The surprise exhibited in exclamations is a result of the discrepancy between the speaker's expectations and the actual occurrence. This may indicate as we1l a change from the old to the new assumption. In exclamations, the assumptions do not concern the event or state itself (its content or truth-value) but the extent and degree of its change or modif ication.
As a feneral remark one could say that in rhetorical questions the speaker is unmistakably aff irrnative towards the proposition, i.e. the sentence is assertory. Semantically, the rhetorical question is "a question which functions as a forceful statement" (Quirk et a1 1973, p.200) . Accordingly, a speaker using a rhetorical question anticipates ratif ication by the hearer, and thus, also anticipates consensus between himself and the hearer.
Fina1ly, information seeking1 questions, often named genuine questions since the intention of the speaker is to elicit information. The questioner does not know the answer to his question and he assurnes that his interlocutor knows the answer. SeekinS to extract rules for the use of information questions in the three types of corpus, it is the status which is signif icant. Information is most readily obtained from persons in an equivalent status (the two male academics, the two female friends). That is, people ask information questions most readily of those in a simitar status. So, information questions carry the least po\der when they are addressed to status equals. According to the results of the corpora invmtigated, information is rarely obtained from persons of different status, and if it is, it is obtained only indirectly: S.3.5 (:t 0) -Right we11, are there any questions you want to ask us I1r Blake? No, I don't think so, o.o.
AlthouSh the prospective undergraduate student is urged by one of the academics to ask questions, he denies to do so. Apart from hierarchy of status based on age, sex, position, there are also other factors which intervene between status and questioning for information. Firstly, necessity to secure information quickly in cases of intimacy-This factor is met in corpus S.2.12 (between the two female friends) which consists of two parts. In the f irst part, where they discuss various personal rnatters, rnost of the information questions Ere identified. In the second part, where one of the speakers narrates her conversation with a stranger (prospective employer), we have the use of questions of indirect requests than askingdirectly for information. So, the contrast between the two parts of the parts is due to different status relationships.
Secondly, cooperation in a process between colleagues met in corpus S.1.1. In this case, the two academics may not be close friends but they need cooperation, since they work together and face the same problems -parameters which justify the use of information questions (apart from rhetorical). This dimension miSht be described as intimacy / cooperativity at one extreme, and casual public relations / formality at the other.
4-Concludiag Rernarks
Questions are not only about information. Looking at dif ferent types of corpus (different from the point of view of people involved in it and the kinds of interaction), orle is led to wonder about the complex nature of questions. This led me to set out the multiplicity of meanings attached to questions and to show how c lose ly status relations are linked to meanings of questions. i thus concentrated on setting out the multiplicity of meanings attached to questioning in terms of speakers' intentions, under four main kinds of questions. in asking a question, a speaker intends not only to get information or to communicate an experience or an event, but also to impose his inf luence orr his hearer or to undergo the hearer's inf luence.
Questions have a number of functions. According to the data of the specific corpora, when information is requested we have the expression of immediate concern, when giving of information is performed by rhetorical questions, we have emphasis and prominence toa particular message in order to hold the attention of the hearer.
The function of examination questions is to control the responderit's knowledge, while questions of indirect requests function as requests for action taken by the respondent.
Any of the above functional features may motivate questioning. But questions carry messages about relationships (about status, i.e. assertions of status and challenges to status). So, questioning carries a command function apart from asking for information. Vhat is then the relationship between the messages questions carry in a given corpus and constraints on questioning. Examining the relationship between the modes of questions and the status of the speakers involved in the question act, one sees that the different modes of questioning are not equal ly available to everyon.e. Information is easi ly obtained by friends or by speakers of equal status, while it is rarely or indirectly obtained by a student to an academic for example.0n the other hand, the social distance between an academic and a student is functional for testing or challensing purposes, although the authority of the questioner is heavi ly imposed on the respondent. Formality characterizes the use of questions of indirect requests and social relationships the use of rhetorical questions.
